MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Catherine Hayes, Board Secretary

DATE:

February 14, 2018

RE:

February 22, 2018, Board Meeting

This memorandum shall serve as notice of the Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Upper
Eagle Regional Water Authority:

Thursday, February 22, 2018
8:30 a.m.
Eagle River Water & Sanitation District Office
Walter Kirch Room
846 Forest Road
Vail, CO
81657

Cc:
ERWSD Managers
Carol Dickman

Board Materials via Email:
Caroline Bradford, Independent Consultant
Dan Clayton, Brown & Caldwell
Steve Coyer, Mountain Star
Virginia Egger, Town of Avon
Amy Greer, Stan Bernstein and Associates, Inc.
Jonathan Heroux, Piper Jaffray & Co
Justin Hildreth, Town of Avon
Jeff Layman, EagleVail Metropolitan District
Dan Leary, Traer Creek Metropolitan District
Lee Leavenworth, Loyal E. Leavenworth PC
Holly Loff, Eagle River Watershed Council
Ken Marchetti, Robertson & Marchetti, PC
Preston Neill, Town of Avon
Melissa Macdonald Nelson, Independent Consultant
Barry Parker, Beaver Creek Metropolitan District
Mike Reisinger, Berry Creek Metropolitan District
Bill Simmons, Beaver Creek Metropolitan District
Nina Timm, Berry Creek Metropolitan District
Bob Weaver, Leonard Rice Engineers

BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING
February 22, 2018, 8:30 a.m.
1. Consultant/Guest Introduction
2. Public Comment•
3. Action Items
3.1. Meeting Minutes of January 25, 2018, Regular Meeting☼
3.2. Meeting Minutes of February 13, 2018, Special Joint Meeting with ERWSD ☼
3.3. Board Action Request – Winchester Trail Water Service – Jason Cowles☼
4. Strategy Items
4.1. Board member input
5. General Manager Report – Diane Johnson*
5.1. General Manager Information Items
5.2. Public Affairs Report – Diane Johnson*
5.3. Finance Report
5.3.1. Quarterly Financials – Louise Reiter*
5.4. Operations Report*
5.4.1.

Eagle Park Reservoir Operations Update†

5.5. Engineering Report – Jason Cowles
5.5.1. Traer Creek Update
5.6. Monthly Reports
5.6.1. Development Report*
5.6.2. Contract Logs*
5.6.3. Authority and District Committees*
5.6.4. Authority January Meeting Summary – draft*
6. General Counsel Report – Jim Collins†
6.1. Traer Creek
7. Water Counsel Report – Glenn Porzak
8. Executive Session pursuant to § 24-6-402(a)(b) and (e), C.R.S.
8.1. General Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Jim Collins
8.1.1. Winchester Trail Water Service Request
8.2. Water Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Glenn Porzak
8.2.1. ERMOU Matters
8.2.2. CRCA Matters
9. Adjournment

BOARD ACTION REQUEST
TO:

Authority Board of Directors

FROM:

Jason Cowles

DATE:

February 14, 2018

RE:

Water Service Request for 594 & 674 Winchester Trail

Summary of Subject: The owner of the property at 594 & 674 Winchester Trail (refer to attached map),
in the Territories area of Cordillera, has been unsuccessful in their attempts to drill a well for the property
and is requesting water from the Authority for domestic service to their new home.
Discussion and Background: The Territories at Cordillera Subdivision and Filing 40 of the Cordillera
Subdivision were both divided into 35-acre lots. At the request of the Greater Eagle Fire Protection
District, the developer installed a water main to the subdivision boundary to provide fire protection to
Filing 40 and the Territories. This dead end main is approximately 2 miles in length from the end to the
next upstream water customer and has long been a concern for water quality issues because it doesn’t
comply with Authority water system design standards.
In 2004, the Authority entered into an Amended and Restated Water Service Agreement with the
Cordillera Metro District that committed the Authority to provide service to a maximum of 1,658 singlefamily equivalents (SFEs). The Authority’s commitment excluded “irrigation of any golf courses; those
residential units served by private wells in the area known as the Territories; and any other properties not
now either platted or served with water from Cordillera or the Authority and when provided water service
in the future are served by water facilities which do not meet the construction standards, specifications,
and regulations of the Authority” (emphasis added). The Territories Subdivision Plat and the plat for Filing
40 of the Cordillera Subdivision did not indicate that the two lots in question at 594 & 674 Winchester Trail
would be served by private wells, so it would appear that the 2004 water service agreement and water
dedication by Cordillera did contemplate service to these two lots.
Following a 2009 study on disinfection byproducts (DBPs), the Authority began implementing measures in
Cordillera to reduce DBP formation in the distribution system due to exceedances in maximum
contaminant levels for DBPs. Those measures included operational changes, installation of flushing
hydrants in problem areas, and the installation of a backflow prevention device on the fire protection main
to the Territories to isolate this potential liability from the water system. The Authority recorded a notice on
the subject properties indicating that the Authority was unable to provide domestic service to the lots due
to concerns about new Water Quality Regulations for disinfection byproducts and the limited circulation of
water in the long dead end mainlines serving the area.
The property Owner applied for water service last fall, and was informed that the Authority was unable to
provide domestic water to the property. The Owner hired Water Resource Consultants, LLC to drill a well
on the property and conduct an aquifer test in October 2017 to evaluate the viability of the well. The
attached report concludes that the well’s viability for domestic service was highly questionable due to its
slow recharge rate after subjecting the aquifer to very low pumping rates of 1 gallon per minute over an
extended period of time. The report recommended that the owner consider other sources of water.
A representative of the owner first contacted us in November 2017 while the residence was under
construction. I explained the issues with providing domestic service to the area, and suggested that we
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obtain water quality sampling from the hydrant at the end of the line to evaluate. Staff collected water
quality samples last month and submitted to them an outside laboratory for analysis. Selected pages from
the water quality analysis are attached. Two issues were identified:
1. There was no chlorine residual present at the hydrant. The water quality analysis further indicated
a low heterotrophic bacteria plate count, and absence of e-coli and coliform bacteria.
Heterotrophic bacteria in water poses no health risks to humans, but a high heterotrophic plate
count is an indicator for ideal conditions for growth of bacteria in water. Higher heterotrophic
plate counts can lead to foul taste, slime growth in water pipes, corrosion, or other more
dangerous bacteria such as legionella or e-coli. Chlorine boosting could alleviate these potential
issues if heterotrophic plate count numbers increase.
2. Total Trihalomethanes (TTHMs), or disinfection byproducts, were present in the water at 68 ug/L,
which exceeds our internal goals of 64 ug/L, but is below the EPA’s recommended maximum
contaminant levels of 80 ug/L. TTHMs are measured to determine the presence of carcinogenic
disinfection byproducts (DPBs) such as chloroform, bromodichloromethane,
dibromochloromethane, and bromoform. TTHMs levels increase with pH, temperature, time, and
the amount of organic material in the source water. Our source water sees seasonal fluctuations
in organic material that coincide with high surface runoff, so TTHM values may fluctuate
accordingly. We have generally been able to control TTHM levels in the water system by using
groundwater during high runoff periods, but there are times when we may see increased TTHM
levels at this location. I would advise that we at least continue to sample water quality at this
location on a quarterly basis to evaluate.
I have discussed the sampling results with Brian Tracy at length, and he believes that serving the
property is viable from a water quality perspective and that serving the property should not create
compliance issues with Colorado Department of Health and Environment standards. The Owner could
take further steps to install an activated carbon filter or reverse osmosis membrane filter to remove
TTHMs and reduce their potential exposure. The Owner is hoping to have this resolved so that they can
secure their water supply and occupy the residence later this spring.
Alternatives:
•
•

The Authority could agree to serve the property with domestic water conditional upon the owner
executing a water service agreement that acknowledges the Owners understanding of issues with
water quality, absolves the Authority of liability, and establishes a water budget for the property.
Authority could decline to serve the property. Under this scenario, the owner could either elect to
have water trucked to on-site tanks or attempt to drill another well.

Legal Issues: Legal counsel will be available at the meeting to discuss any potential legal issues.
Budget Implication: No impact to budget.
Recommendation: Based on the above information, I recommend that the Authority consider providing
domestic water service to the property on the condition that a water service agreement is executed, which
acknowledges the Owners understanding of issues with water quality, absolves the Authority of liability,
and establishes a water budget for the property. I would appreciate direction from the Board on how to
proceed with this request.
Attached Supporting Documentation
• Map of 594 & 674 Winchester Trail
• Well Test Report November 2017
• Lab Analysis Summary
Please let me know if you have any questions or would like additional information related to this request.
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Water Resource Consultants, LLC

Nov. 9, 2017

via e-mail and Hand Delivery
jcowles@erwsd.org

Jason Cowles, P.E.
Engineering Manager
Eagle River Water & Sanitation District
846 Forest Road
Vail, Colorado 81657
RE:

Lot 19, Territories at Cordillera
Street address: 594 Winchester Trail

Jason,
We are writing to initiate dialogue about the possibility of the ERWSD providing a source of
water to the above property. As you likely know, a single family home is under construction on
Lot 19. It is our understanding that since the location of Lot 19 is beyond the intersection of
Summit Trail and Summit Springs Road, the water main that services the lot is considered a
source of non-potable water only.
A well was drilled on the lot earlier this year. Subsequently, an extended well and aquifer test
was performed. Unfortunately, the aquifer test indicates the aquifer is not fully capable of
providing a reliable water supply for the home. Even with water efficient fixtures throughout
the home, a supply that can reliably meet greatly reduced demand is not very promising.
We would like to dialogue with you as to whether or not there might be any possibility of
obtaining water from the District for servicing the home. Lot 19 is already included in the
ERWSD District, and has a fire hydrant on the property. However, it is our understanding that
the dead end line, with virtually no usage due to little development, has resulted in a nonpotable situation. With potential usage, perhaps water quality concerns can be ameliorated by
ongoing turn over and/or flushing. With modern treatment options, additional treatment, if
necessary, could be provided on-site. Additionally, the flexibility of CDPHE regulations for
unusual or difficult technical circumstances may provide some opportunity for a regulatory
solution. Worth exploring. Meanwhile, I’ve enclosed the results of the aquifer test for your
perusal.
After you’ve had a chance to mull this over, I’d appreciate discussing this with you. I think it
would be beneficial to meet in person, either at your office or at Lot 19. It would also be
beneficial to include Magnus Nilsson, Dave Germond and Ulf Lindroth from Ulf Built. We’re
available to meet virtually anytime in the near future.

244 Hutton Ave., Rifle, CO 81650

(970) 625-5433

pcurrier@wrc-llc.com

Jason Cowles, P.E.
Lot 19, Territories at Cordillera
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Looking forward to speaking from you.
Sincerely,
WATER RESOURCE CONSULTANTS, LLC

Paul C. Currier, P.E.
PCC/pcc
cc: Magnus Nilsson, Ulf Built
Dave Germond, Ulf Built
Ulf Lindroth, Ulf Built
Enclosure:

Lot 19 Aquifer Test Results

/ 635-1.0 ERWSD Cvr Ltr 9Nov17.doc
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Via e-mail

Magnus Nilsson
Ulf Built
POB 509
275 Main Street, C-105
Edwards, CO 81632
RE:

O’Connor Residence, 594 Winchester Trail
Lot 19, Territories at Cordillera
Well and Aquifer Test

Magnus,
This letter report summarizes the results of the well and aquifer test conducted in October
2017 on Lot 19 of the Territories of Cordillera. In summary, test data indicates that the ability
of the well to provide a long term reliable water supply for in-house use only for Lot 19 is
questionable. Even with on-site storage and water conservation measures, the well’s ability to
produce may not be sufficient to meet anticipated water demand.
We believe discussions with the Eagle River Water and Sanitation District should be
conducted to see if, under the circumstances, they would be willing to revisit the potential of
providing a source of water to Lot 19, even if it means treating the water from the fire line to
meet water quality standards.
Testing Methodology and Results
An aquifer test was performed from Oct. 5 – 26, 2017. A pre-test was done from Oct. 6-9 to
evaluate the geologic formation, and the anticipated sustainable flow rate of a longer term test.
The results of the pre-test indicated that the aquifer is partially confined, and that it is likely that
the well receives its source of water from multiple zones. It also indicated that a very low
pumping rate of approximately 1.0 gpm would be on the high end of what the formation would
be capable of sustaining over a long period of time (i.e., 9-12 months).
A sustained test was initiated on Oct. 9th. The pumping rate was held steady at 1.0 gpm.
Daily checks were performed by Aqua Tec Systems, Inc. to adjust the flow rate, if needed, and
to check on the equipment and manually observe the water level. A continuous data logger
was utilized to take water level readings once per minute. After 7 days of continuous
pumping, the aquifer was allowed to recharge for 10 days. The aquifer did not fully recharge
in that time frame.
Pumping at 1.0 gpm for an extended period of time resulted in mining water from the aquifer.
Mining means that the aquifer is being drained faster than it is being recharged. Testing

244 Hutton Ave., Rifle, CO 81650

(970) 625-5433

pcurrier@wrc-llc.com

Magnus Nilsson
O’Connor Residence, 594 Winchester Trail
Well and Aquifer Test Results
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shows that the well could be used for up to approximately two (2) months (55 days) at 1.0 gpm
before the well literally runs dry. The ability of the well to produce after that time is
questionable. If a lower average pumping rate is used, the length of time before the well runs
dry is longer. At an average rate of 0.5 gpm (~ 700 gallon/day), it appears the well may last
upwards of 9 months to a year. However, the reality that the well did not fully recharge in an
amount of time equal to the pumping time indicates that the aquifer recharges very, very
slowly. Thus, the long term viability of the aquifer is questionable.
Results of the testing are summarized in the attached Figures 1-3.
The source of recharge for the aquifer is likely Bellyache Mountain to the east and the open
area to northeast of Lot 19. The well drilling log for Lot 19 indicates that the well was
completed in volcanic materials. This is consistent with geologic mapping (Figure 4), which
shows a large portion of the area is underlain by the Basalt Bimodal formation (Tbb). This is a
dense black resistant alkali basalt and lava flow layers with interbedded tufts and volcanic
conglomerates, several hundred feet in thickness. The formation below the volcanic upper
materials is the Eagle Valley Formation (Pe), an interbedded siltstone, sandstone and
carbonate rocks that is poor producer of potable water.
Figure 4
Geologic Map of Area Surround Lot 19

Lot 19 Well

Water Resource Consultants, LLC

Magnus Nilsson
O’Connor Residence, 594 Winchester Trail
Well and Aquifer Test Results
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Water Demand
Potable water demand for Lot 19 has been minimized by the owners by choosing water
efficient fixtures. Based on the type of fixtures, it is possible to have in-house daily usage as
low as approximately 50 gallons per person per day (gpcd). However, even with water
efficient fixtures, efficiency only occurs if water users are water conscious and are in the habit
of turning off faucets, taking short showers, taking no more than one shower or bath per day,
waiting until there’s a full load of dishes or clothes before appliances are run, not running
faucets continuously while preparing food or brushing teeth, and not using water for any
irrigation other than minimal watering of house plants.
Based on the industry standard of 125 gpcd for water usage for indoor use, the average daily
demand for the home and guest house is approximately 700 gpd. This is more than what the
aquifer and well will sustain over a period of months and years. Based on the fixture count,
when the main house and the guest house are full, the usage could be as high as 500 gpd.
However, not all fixtures will be used multiple times per day. With the water efficient fixtures, a
more realistic demand is approximately 300 gpd. This assumes a long-term average of 3.5
persons in the main residence, and 2 in the guest house. However, if 10 people are using the
home, the demand is estimated at 500 gpd. If 15 people are there, say for a reunion or
retreat, the demand would be approximately 750 gpd.
As noted, the reliability of the well over a long period of time (9-12 months or more) is
questionable. Even with low water use fixtures, and conscientious water conservation, the
reality that water was being mined from the aquifer indicates that the well is marginal.
Estimates of water demand are included in Table 1, attached.
Storage
When a residence is served by a well, storage is a must for maintaining a reliable water
supply. Storage is helpful to smooth out peaks in demand, to keep the pump from running
around the clock, for water treatment, to provide a source of water when the well needs
serviced, and to provide a source of water when the aquifer needs to recharge for a short
period of time.
Given the marginal nature of the supply aquifer and well, I recommend a minimum of two (2)
weeks of storage at an estimated peak daily usage of 500 gpd. Thus, 2 x 7 x 500 = 7,000
gallons of storage.
If space is available, more storage is better.
Additional Recommendations
As discussed, it would be worthwhile to meet with Eagle River Water and Sanitation District to
see if they would be amenable to utilizing the existing water main that extends to Lot 19 for
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O’Connor Residence, 594 Winchester Trail
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potable water service. I understand it is currently designated for fire use only, but is also being
used for construction water. Using it for construction water is helpful to the District, as it helps
flush out otherwise potentially stagnant water out of the water main.
It is also my understanding that as recently as March 2017 the District’s position was that the
water main past Summit Springs road is used only for fire suppression. This is apparently
due to the long length of dead end lines, as well as historically low usage. With usage now a
possibility, it is my hope that the District would be willing to review their prohibition of using the
water for potable purposes.
Even if the District cannot provide non-potable water to Lot 19, they are physically capable of
providing non-potable water via the main line that serves Lot 19. In-house treatment could be
done to bring water up to potable drinking water standards. Given the regulatory context that
the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) rules and regulations
provide flexibility to account for site specific circumstances, a technical solution should exist. I
am aware of at least one other CDPHE approved public water supply system that provides
non-potable water to end users, so the concept is not without precedent.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Regards,
WATER RESOURCE CONSULTANTS, LLC

Paul C. Currier, P.E.
PCC/pcc
cc: Dave Germond
Ulf Lindroth
Tom Platzer, Aqua Tec Systems, Inc.
Attachments:

Figures 1-3, Well and Aquifer Test Results
Table 1 – Estimated Water Demand

/ 635-1.0 Well Test Report Nov. 2017.doc
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Figure 1
Lot 19 - Territories at Cordillera
Well and Aquifer Pre-Test
Oct. 6-9, 2017
Drawdown and Recovery vs. time (min.)
0.0

20.0

Pumping rate: 5.0 gpm
Pumped for 2 hr 15 min
Aquifer didn't fully recover in 72 hours, still down 4.4
ft.

40.0

Drawdown, (Ft.)

RESULTS
60.0

indicates partially confined aquifer, with probable
aquitards/aquicludes, i.e. a "leaky" aquifer with
random zones of water production and water loss

80.0

Recommend a full 72+ hours of pumping at a
constant rate, plus at least an equal amount of
recovery time.
Run sustained test at 1.0 gpm constant rate.
Monitor with data logger and 1x daily with personnel
to verify conditions

100.0

120.0

Elapsed Time, Min.
140.0
0
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635-1.0 / Oct. 9, 2016

Figure 2
Lot 19 - Territories at Cordillera
Well and Aquifer Test
Sustained Test
Oct. 9-26, 2017
Drawdown and Recovery vs. time (min.)
0.0

20.0

START PUMPING:
09Oct17 11:51 a.m.
Pumping rate: 1.0 gpm (manually adjusted)
Initial water level: 144.2 ft below top of casing

Drawdown, (Ft.)

40.0

STOP PUMP / BEGIN RECOVERY
16Oct17 10:10 a.m. (7 days of pumping)
60.0

80.0
Stopped pumping;
began recovery

END RECOVERY MONITORING
26Oct17 1:00 p.m. (10 days of recovery)
Phreatic level 3.4' lower than starting elevation.
Indicates potential dewatering of the aquifer.
Final water level: 147.6 ft below top of casing
Maximum drawdown: 67.6 ft @ t = 5685 min
(water level = 211.8 ft below top of casing)
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120.0

Elapsed Time, Min.
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Figure 3
Lot 19 - Territories at Cordillera
Sustained Test - Recovery Data
Oct. 16-26, 2017
Residual Drawdown s' vs. t/t'
0.0

Total depth of well: 300 ft.
Pump set at 282 ft.
Initial depth of water below Top of Casing: 144.2'
Potential water depth available for pumping: ~ 120 feet

Ds' = 26'

20.0

Recovery = Residual Drawdown, s' (Ft.)

40.0

60.0
T = 264 Q / Ds' (Transmissivity)
Q = 1.0 gpm average (average pumping rate during the test)
Total gallons pumped during the test: ~ 10,100 gal.
Ds' = 26'
T = 10 gpd/ft

80.0

VERY LOW PRODUCING WELL. DID NOT FULLY RECOVER
FROM TESTING.
100.0
NOTE: The well did not fully recover in 10 days. Pumping ran continuosly for 7 days
at 1.0 gpm. This indicates a gradual mining (depletion) of water.

120.0

t/t' (Total Elapsed Time / Total Recovery Time)
140.0
1
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Table 1
Lot 19 - Territories at Cordillera
Estimated Water Demand
Fixture Count

Room

Shower

Lower Level
Guest Bath
Cave Power Bath
Man Cave Wet Bar
Main Level
Julies Bath
Kitchen
Powder Bath
Her Master Bath
His Master Bath
Guest House
Bath
Kitchen

Toilet

Faucets

1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
2
1
1
1

1

1

Utility Room

1
1

Disposal Dishwasher

1

1

1

1

1
5

Total Indoor Fixture Count

7

12

5.5
88

5
44

15
83

2

9
18

2

1

7

20
---

3
42

1
20

---

Comparative Usage (to industry standards):
Main House: 3.5 people x 125 gpcd
Guest House: 2.0 people x 125 gpcd
Total GPD, Industry Standard
Estimated Usage per person per day, gal.
Shower
16.0
Toilet
Faucet
Disposal
Dishwasher
Clothes Washer (1 load/day)
Subtotal

Total
GPD

1

Per Fixture Usage, Gal (Long term averages)
Note: Assumes 3.5 people ave. in the main house, and 2 people in the guest house
GPM, GPF or G/Use
2
1.6
1
2
Ave. Time, min
8
--1
0.5
Peak Daily Usage by Fixture Count
No. uses/day/fixture
Peak Gal/Day

Clothes
Washer

295

438
250
688

8.0
15.0
3.3
7.6
3.6
Round to --->
With average of 5.5 people:
With 10 people (peak usage):
With 15 people:

53.5
50
295
535
803

For planning purposes for storage and evaluation of well and aquifer capacity, use:
50 gal/person/day minimum (applies to water conscious users)
500 gal/day for average extended use (1 month); based on fixture count and non-water conscious users
Recommended storage:
Recommend a minimum of 2 weeks storage at peak usage (to help offset a low producing well)
2 weeks x7 days/week x 500 gpd = 7,000 gallons of storage

Water Resource Consultants, LLC
635-1.0 / Oct. 9, 2017

Report of Analysis
For:

Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority
846 Forest Rd.
Vail, CO 81657
Attn: Travis Young
Contact Phone Number:
Non-Routine Bacteriological Report Approved By:
Lab Phone Number

1/30/2018

Client Sample ID:Winchester Trail

Lab Sample ID: 18012209-01

Site: Winchester Trail

Collection Date: 1/22/2018

Analyte

Heterotrophic Plate Count

Sample Result Units

55.5

Method

Receipt Date:

1/22/2018

9:00 AM PWSID:

Detect Limit Analyst

Analysis Date Qualifier

MPN

SM 9215B

lcribari

1/22/2018

E. coli

Absent

Present/
Absent

SM 9223B

asack

1/22/2018

Total Coliform

Absent

Present/
Absent

SM 9223B

asack

1/22/2018

NA = not analyzed
Data Qualifier Translations:
+ Result positive for parameter. Notified customer and/or State.
A This result was audited or reanalyzed to check accuracy.
B Blank contamination; Analyte detected above the reporting limit in an associated blank.
C Sample container either crack, chipped, or broken
CG Confluent growth on fecal plate.
CR Correct result. A comment is associated with the sample.
D Diluted sample.
DR Duplicate result is in the comment.
F Final weight or final DO changed to get a valid result according to Standard Methods.
H Samples were hand composited.
I The reported value is between the laboratory method detection limit and the laboratory reporting limit.
J1 Reported value is estimated; Surrogate recoveries limits were exceeded.
J2 Reported value is estimated; No known QC criteria for this component.
J3 Reported value is estimated; The value failed to meet QC criteria for either precision or accuracy.
J4 Reported value is estimated; The sample matrix interfered with the analysis.
K Off-scale low. Actual value is known to be less than the value given.
L Off-scale high. Actual value is known to be greater than value given.
M The Test listed is not the actual test that was used. Please see comment in LIMS.
N Unknown compound- needs further analysis.
Q Sample analyzed beyond the accepted holding time.
R Rejected data; Not suitable for the projects intended use.
RLI RL increased due to sample matrix.
T Value reported is less than the laboratory reporting limit.
U Compound was analyzed for but not detected.
V Analyte was detected in both the sample and the associated method blank.
X External Lab analyzed this sample in addition to the reported result.
Z Too Numerous to count (TNTC).

,

Laboratory Hits
Report: 713515
Project: UERWA-CO019786
Group: Special Purpose January 2018

Tel: (626) 386-1100
Fax: (866) 988-3757
1 800 566 LABS (1 800 566 5227)

Eagle River W&SD
Travis Young
870 W Beaver Creek Blvd
Avon, CO 81620

Analyzed

Samples Received on:
01/24/2018 1326

Analyte

Sample ID

201801241002

Winchester Trail Hydrant

Result

Federal MCL

Units

MRL

2000

01/25/2018 21:32

Barium Total ICAP/MS

98

ug/L

2

01/27/2018 08:05

Bromodichloromethane

17

ug/L

0.5

01/27/2018 08:05

Bromoform

1.1

ug/L

0.5

01/27/2018 08:05

Chloroform

41

ug/L

0.5

01/25/2018 21:32

Copper Total ICAP/MS

8.6

ug/L

2

01/27/2018 08:05

Dibromochloromethane

8.6

ug/L

0.5

01/25/2018 11:59

Iron Total ICAP

0.18

mg/L

0.02

01/25/2018 11:59

Magnesium Total ICAP

14

mg/L

0.1

01/25/2018 21:32

Manganese Total ICAP/MS

5.1

ug/L

2

01/25/2018 11:59

Sodium Total ICAP

10

mg/L

1

01/27/2018 08:05

Total Trihalomethanes

68

ug/L

0.5

SUMMARY OF POSITIVE DATA ONLY
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Boards of Directors

FROM:

Linn Brooks, General Manager

DATE:

February 14, 2018

RE:

GM Report

Diane Presiding

I will be on vacation during this month’s meeting; Diane will be filling in for me.

Town of Avon Inquiry

The town requested a meeting with our water rights attorney and engineer to
understand assumptions related to calculation of the unallocated water pool of the
Authority and how it relates to the water supply available during drought periods.
Glenn and Tom met with them this week, and Glenn will provide an update.

Water Efficiency Plan

Staff reviewed a draft of this regional plan with the Water Demand Management
board subcommittee. The committee’s input was incorporated, and the draft is now
being circulated to consultants for their review and comment. The plan is currently
on schedule.

Board Member Email
Addresses

IT staff issued ERWSD email addresses to all directors in 2017.
Staff would like to begin exclusively using these District email addresses to contact
you. If you have not already done so, please bring a device to the Feb. 22 meeting
so IT staff can assist you with getting your District email on your personal devices
(smartphones, iPad, laptops, etc.)
Once we confirm with IT that all directors can access their District email addresses,
we will exclusively use District addresses to contact you for meeting scheduling,
board meeting invitations, etc.
District-issued email addresses are secure, allow easy access to the Kirch Room
wireless network, enable IT to provide assistance and troubleshooting, and give you
access to a variety of software, including Microsoft Outlook calendars, Skype for
Business, etc.
You can also schedule an appointment with IT to get assistance with your address
by emailing helpdesk@erwsd.org.

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Boards of Directors

FROM:

Diane Johnson, Communications & Public Affairs Manager

DATE:

February 22, 2018

RE:

Communications and Public Affairs Report

Stream access lawsuit
One of Colorado’s long standing disputed water issues is now in a lawsuit. Public access to stream
reaches that pass through private land has long been an issue for anglers and boaters. Folks on both
sides have refrained from litigating for fear of the result, but a suit filed Feb. 2 in U.S. District Court argues
the bottom of the river is public property under a federal doctrine called “navigability for title.” See the
attached Denver Post story for more.
Statewide Water Supply Initiative (SWSI)
The Colorado Water Conservation Board is updating SWSI, which was last updated in 2010 after its initial
– and somewhat controversial – rollout in 2004. The 2018 version is incorporating work from Colorado’s
Water Plan (2015) as well as the Basin Implementation Plans that each basin roundtable completed in
2014 during the 2013-15 Colorado Water Plan development process. The CWCB has published its
methodology for various SWSI parts, including: population projection, water supply, finance, environment
and recreation, scenario planning and gap analysis, municipal and self-supplied industrial demand, and
agricultural diversion, along with many other memos on its website at http://cwcb.state.co.us/WATERMANAGEMENT/WATER-SUPPLY-PLANNING/Pages/SWSIUpdate.aspx. For more information, see the
attached SWSI overview factsheet.
Cape Town, South Africa, water crisis
Many directors may have come across news about the severe water shortage in Cape Town, South
Africa, and how the city is rationing water to extend “day zero” – when the city’s major reservoirs are
expected to run dry. Attached are two news stories that have more useful information than many others I
have come across. Note the Circle of Blue story references flow restricting devices in the last sentence.
Attachments:
1. Feb. 3 Denver Post story: Who owns the bottom of the river?
2. Colorado Water Conservation Board fact sheet on the Statewide Water Supply Initiative.
3. Jan. 29 Circle of Blue story: Cape Town outlines plans for emergency water distribution.
4. Feb. 6 Stanford Law School story: Running out of water: Cape Town, the U.S., and drought.
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DEFGÿGEIFJKELMNÿKOLJKPIÿIGJQERSÿNJSSOKIÿIORPERSÿGTRPKOPIÿJUÿFGJTIMRPIÿJUÿKMENKJMPÿFEOIÿPJQRÿFGOÿVKWMRIMIÿXEYOKÿZOUJKO
[JNJKMPJÿZOLM\OÿMÿIFMFOÿERÿ]^_`aÿbENNcIÿMFFJKROdIÿGJeOÿFJÿeKJYOÿfRMYESMZENEFdÿUJKÿFEFNOgÿMRPaÿFGOKOUJKOaÿTRUOFFOKOPÿeTZNEL
MLLOIIh
iUÿbENNÿQERIaÿFGOÿVKWMRIMIÿXEYOKÿLJTNPÿZOÿJeORÿUJKÿQMPOÿjIGERSÿFGKJTSGÿeKEYMFOÿNMRPaÿMRPÿFGOÿIFMRPMKPÿLJTNPÿMeeNdÿFJÿkTIF
MZJTFÿOYOKdÿ[JNJKMPJÿQMFOKQMdhÿiFÿMNIJÿLJTNPÿKOIJNYOÿMÿFGJKRdÿeTZNELlMLLOIIÿEIITOÿFGMFÿ[JNJKMPJcIÿDOIFOKRÿROESGZJKIÿmÿnOQ
oOpELJaÿiPMGJaÿoJRFMRMaÿDdJ\ERSÿMRPÿqFMGÿmÿGMYOÿLNOMKOPÿTeÿERÿKOLORFÿdOMKIh
frGOKOÿGMIÿZOORÿMÿNJFÿJUÿLJRUTIEJRÿMKJTRPÿFGEIhÿsKEYMFOÿNMRPJQROKIÿGMYOÿZOORÿNOPÿFJÿZONEOYOÿFGMFÿFGOdÿGMYOÿFGOÿKESGFÿFJÿZNJLW
MLLOIIÿFJÿQMFOKQMdIÿERÿUKJRFÿJUÿFGOEKÿeKJeOKFdaÿZTFÿFGMFÿEIÿJRNdÿFKTOÿEUÿFGMFÿKEYOKÿQMIÿRJFÿRMYESMZNOÿUJKÿFEFNOÿeTKeJIOIagÿIMEP
oMKWÿtuTENNMLOaÿMÿeKJUOIIJKÿMFÿFGOÿqREYOKIEFdÿJUÿ[JNJKMPJÿvMQÿtLGJJNÿQGJaÿQEFGÿwENNJRÿMFFJKROdÿVNOpMRPOKÿbJJPaÿEI
KOeKOIORFERSÿbENNhÿfrGEIÿLMIOÿGMIÿFGOÿeJFORFEMNÿFJÿZKERSÿIJ\OÿLNMKEFdÿFJÿFGOÿNMQÿMRPÿIGJQÿFGMFaÿdOIaÿNEWOÿMRdÿJFGOKÿIFMFOÿERÿFGO
LJTRFKdaÿQOÿGMYOÿFGOÿKESGFÿFJÿMLLOIIÿIFMFOlJQROPÿKEYOKÿZOPIÿTRPOKÿRMYESMZENEFdÿUJKÿFEFNOhg
tFKOM\lMLLOIIÿEIITOIÿOKTeFÿOYOKdÿIOYOKMNÿdOMKIÿERÿ[JNJKMPJhÿVÿNMRPJQROKÿJRÿFGOÿvMWOÿxJKWÿJUÿFGOÿyTRREIJRÿXEYOKÿERÿz{{]
ITOPÿFJÿZNJLWÿMÿKEYOKÿJTFjFFOKÿUKJ\ÿ|JMFERSÿSTOIFIÿeMIFÿGEIÿeKJeOKFdhÿ}QROKIÿMFÿMÿeKEYMFOÿjIGERSÿLJ\\TREFdÿJRÿFGOÿtJTFG
sNMFFOÿXEYOKÿMZJYOÿ[GOOI\MRÿyJKSOÿJRLOÿLGMEROPÿMÿSMFOÿFJÿFGOÿKEYOKZOPÿFJÿZNJLWÿWMdMWOKIÿUKJ\ÿeMIIERSÿFGKJTSGÿFGO
eKJeOKFdh
tFENNaÿNEFFNOÿGMIÿZOORÿPJROÿFJÿeOK\MRORFNdÿKOIJNYOÿIFKOM\lÿMRPÿKEYOKlMLLOIIÿLJR|ELFIÿERÿ[JNJKMPJhÿnJÿIFMFOÿNMQIÿJKÿKOSTNMFEJRI
POjROÿRMYESMZENEFdh
rGOÿ[JNJKMPJÿtTeKO\Oÿ[JTKFaÿERÿFGOÿIO\ERMNÿ]~_~ÿsOJeNOÿYIhÿ\\OKFÿLMIOaÿTeGONPÿMÿFKOIeMIIÿLJRYELFEJRÿMSMERIFÿKMOKIÿQGJ
|JMFOPÿJRÿFGOÿ[JNJKMPJÿXEYOKÿFGKJTSGÿeKEYMFOÿeKJeOKFdÿERÿyKMRPÿ[JTRFdhÿiRÿ]~^aÿFGOÿ[JNJKMPJÿMFFJKROdÿSOROKMNÿIJTSGFÿFJ
LNMKEUdÿFGOÿLJTKFcIÿPOLEIEJRÿQEFGÿMÿNOSMNÿJeEREJRÿFGMFÿeMPPNOKIÿ|JMFERSÿFGKJTSGÿeTZNELÿeKJeOKFdÿJRNdÿLJ\\EFÿLKE\ERMNÿFKOIeMII
EUÿFGOdÿFJTLGÿFGOÿKEYOKÿZJFFJ\hÿrGOÿZJMFOKIÿLJTNPaÿGJQOYOKaÿZOÿLGMKSOPÿQEFGÿLEYENÿFKOIeMIIh
[JNJKMPJÿIFENNÿKONEOIÿJRÿFGOÿ]~^ÿNOSMNÿJeEREJRaÿQGELGÿEIÿRJFÿZERPERSÿMRPÿGMIÿRJFÿZOORÿFOIFOPÿZdÿMÿ[JNJKMPJÿLJTKFhÿ[JNJKMPJ
MRPÿVKEJRMÿKOLORFNdÿjREIGOPÿZONJQÿIEpÿJFGOKÿDOIFOKRÿIFMFOIÿUJKÿIFKOM\ÿMLLOIIÿERÿFGOÿMRRTMNÿDOIFOKRÿtFMFOIÿ[JRIOKYMFEJR
tLJKOLMKPÿZdÿFGOÿ[ORFOKÿUJKÿDOIFOKRÿsKEJKEFEOIh
iRÿz{]]aÿFGORl[JNJKMPJÿyJYhÿENNÿXEFFOKÿLKOMFOPÿMÿXEYOKÿVLLOIIÿoOPEMFEJRÿ[J\\EIIEJRÿFJÿGONeÿKOIJNYOÿMLLOIIÿLJR|ELFI
ZOFQOORÿNMRPJQROKIÿMRPÿZJMFOKIhÿrGMFÿLJ\\EIIEJRÿGMIÿRJFÿZOORÿMeeJERFOPÿIERLOÿz{]h
rGOÿbENNÿNMQITEFÿGESGNESGFIÿfMRÿERFOKOIFERSÿeJERFgÿQEFGÿFGOÿOYEPORLOÿJUÿLJ\\OKLEMNÿMLFEYEFdÿJRÿFGOÿVKWMRIMIÿXEYOKÿZOUJKO
[JNJKMPJcIÿIFMFOGJJPaÿIMEPÿnMFGMRÿxOdaÿFGOÿ[JNJKMPJÿIFOQMKPIGEeÿPEKOLFJKÿUJKÿV\OKELMRÿDGEFOQMFOKhÿTFÿGOcIÿROKYJTIhÿV
YELFJKdÿJKÿNJIIÿLJTNPÿGMYOÿIQOOeERSÿE\eMLFIÿMLKJIIÿFGOÿIFMFOaÿGOÿIMEPh
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ABCDEFGHCIIÿKLÿMNOPNÿMEQÿRNOIÿDKCI1ÿRNCFCSIÿDKOTDÿRKÿUCÿRFKVUHC1WÿIEOGÿXCQ1ÿMNKICÿYKUÿCTREOHIÿRFEZCHOTDÿEFKVTGÿRNCÿIRERCÿGCEHOTD
MORNÿFOZCFÿEPPCIIÿPKT[OPRIÿKTÿEÿPEIC\UQ\UEICÿUEIOI]
^Lÿ_OHHÿMOTI1ÿXCQÿIEOG1ÿRNCÿTC`RÿOIIVCÿMOHHÿUCÿRKÿEGGFCIIÿMNCRNCFÿRNCÿIRERCÿNEIÿRNCÿFODNRÿRKÿPHEOaÿEÿFOZCFUCGÿbFKbCFRQÿRNER
bFCZOKVIHQÿMEIÿPKTIOGCFCGÿbFOZERCÿbFKbCFRQÿETGÿNKMÿaVPN1ÿKFÿOL1ÿRNERÿHETGKMTCFÿINKVHGÿUCÿFCOaUVFICGÿOLÿRNERÿbFKbCFRQÿOI
GCCaCGÿbVUHOP]ÿ^Lÿ_OHHÿHKICI1ÿXCQÿIEOG1ÿAORÿPKVHGÿNEZCÿaVPNÿUFKEGCFÿOabHOPEROKTIÿLKFÿEÿbFCRRQÿFKUVIRÿKVRGKKFÿFCPFCEROKT
CPKTKaQÿIVFFKVTGOTDÿMERCFÿOTÿcKHKFEGK1ÿCIbCPOEHHQÿKTÿRNCÿdFeETIEI1ÿRNCÿTEROKTSIÿaKIRÿFEfCGÿFOZCF]W
A^ÿRNOTeÿRNCFCSIÿEÿHKRÿKLÿFOIeÿNCFC1WÿIEOGÿXCQ1ÿTKROTDÿRNERÿMEGOTDÿgINCFaCTÿEFCÿPHCEFHQÿPKTREPROTDÿRNCÿFOZCFÿUKRRKaÿOTÿZOKHEROKT
KLÿRNCÿhijkÿHCDEHÿKbOTOKTÿETGÿRNOIÿPEICÿPKVHGÿLKFPCÿEÿGCPOIOKTÿRNERÿOabEPRIÿ[KEROTDÿUKERCFI]
lEFICME1ÿMNKÿHCEFTCGÿKLÿRNCÿHEMIVORÿXFOGEQ1ÿIEOGÿNCÿGKCITSRÿNEZCÿOIIVCIÿMORNÿFEfCFIÿKFÿgINCFaCTÿ[KEROTDÿRNCÿdFeETIEIÿBOZCF
RNFKVDNÿNOIÿbFKbCFRQ]ÿ_CÿGKCIÿNEZCÿbFKUHCaIÿMORNÿgINCFaETÿMEHeOTDÿKTÿRNCÿFOZCFÿYVIRÿbEIRÿRNCÿFOZCFUETeÿUCHKMÿNOIÿNKaC]ÿ^T
mnho1ÿNCÿbHCEGCGÿDVOHRQÿRKÿEÿaCTEPOTDÿPNEFDCÿEfCFÿgFOTDÿEÿNETGDVTÿMNCTÿgINCFaCTÿMCFCÿOTÿRNCÿMERCF]
lEFICMEÿIEOGÿ_OHHÿNEIÿICTRÿNOaÿGKPVaCTRIÿGCREOHOTDÿEPPCIIÿHEMIÿOTÿIRERCIÿIVPNÿEIÿpREN]
A^ÿIEOG1ÿqlCHH1ÿDKÿRKÿpRENÿRNCT1SWÿlEFICMEÿIEOG]
_OHH1ÿMNKÿMFKRCÿEÿbKbVHEFÿ[QgINOTDÿDVOGCUKKeÿLKFÿRNCÿrKVRNÿsHERRC1ÿIEOGÿNCÿYVIRÿMETRIÿRKÿgIN]ÿ_CÿFCPKDTOtCIÿRNERÿNCSIÿREeOTD
KTÿETÿOIIVCÿaVPNÿUFKEGCFÿRNETÿNOIÿbVFIVORÿKLÿMOHQÿFOZCFÿRFKVR1ÿUVRÿNCÿOIÿbEIIOKTERCÿEUKVRÿEPPCIIÿETGÿIbFCEGOTDÿKVRÿKTÿEÿFOZCF
RKÿHOaORÿOabEPRIÿKTÿgINÿERÿNCEZOHQÿRFELgPeCGÿbVUHOPÿEPPCIIÿbKOTRI]
AuKÿKTCÿMETRIÿRKÿbFCIIÿRNOI]ÿlCHH1ÿ^SaÿvwÿTKMÿxÿETGÿOLÿTKRÿaC1ÿRNCTÿMNKyWÿNCÿIEOG]ÿAdHHÿ^ÿMKVHGÿHOeCÿRKÿICCÿPKaCÿKVRÿKLÿRNOIÿOI
RNCÿEUOHORQÿRKÿDKÿgINOTDÿOTÿaQÿLEZKFORCÿIbKRIÿHCDEHHQÿMORNKVRÿUCOTDÿRNFCERCTCG1ÿNEFEIICGÿKFÿINKRÿER]W
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Running Out of Water: Cape Town, the U.S., and Drought
February 6, 2018
By
Barton Thompson (https://law.stanford.edu/directory/barton-thompson/)
Q&A with Sharon Driscoll
The recent news that Cape Town, South Africa—a modern city of nearly 4 million residents (plus over 1.5 million tourists
yearly)—was on the brink of running out of water, the taps about to run dry, put water back into the headlines. After years of
drought in several American states, could this happen closer to home? In the Q&A that follows, water law expert Buzz
Thompson (https://law.stanford.edu/directory/barton-thompson/) (who has spent time in South Africa, including teaching
“South African Water Policy” at the Stanford program in Cape Town in 2015, right as the drought was starting) discusses our
most important resource—water.
Experts are now predicting that Cape Town will run out of water in May. How did it get into this situation?
A variety of actors have conspired to put Cape Town in this grim position. To start, Cape Town is in the third year of one of
the most severe droughts in the region’s history. Everyone agrees that this is the worst drought in a century. One scientist
at the University of Cape Town has even estimated that a drought this bad occurs in the area only once every 300 years.
Unfortunately, climate change may be increasing the chances of a drought of this magnitude in the region.

Stanford Law School Professor Barton “Buzz” Thompson
Many cities, however, would have better survived a drought of this magnitude. At least two other factors have helped push
Cape Town over the edge. First, Cape Town depends almost entirely on a handful of local reservoirs for its water supply,
and all of these reservoirs rely on local precipitation. While many cities have multiple sources of water, Cape Town banks
on only one. As any risk expert will tell you, that’s a recipe for disaster.
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Second, Cape Town is ironically at greater risk because it has been excellent at conservation. Over the last several
decades, Cape Town has been a model city in reducing its per capita water use. Indeed, Cape Town has won awards for its
green water policies. By saving water, Cape Town has been able to grow by almost a million people over the last decade
without looking for new sources of water. This combination of conservation and growth, however, has “hardened” the local
water demand. When a city wastes a lot of water, the city can more readily survive a drought because there is plenty of
opportunity to conserve. Cape Town, however, has reduced its per capita water use to a degree that makes it far more
difficult for it to withstand long-term water shortages.
Has “day zero” happened before—a city running out of water? How will it play out?
If Cape Town gets to “Day Zero,” it will be the first major city in the world forced to cut off the vast majority of its taps. In
2015, however, a serious drought in Brazil forced San Paolo to reduce its water delivery to some residents to just twice a
week. When rains finally arrived, San Paolo was less than a month away from its own Day Zero. Many other global cities,
such as Mexico City, face long-term water shortages that limit water deliveries to only a few hours each week.
While no major California cities ran out of water during the recent drought, some smaller, rural towns that were reliant solely
on groundwater did. As the drought intensified, for example, farmers in the Central Valley pumped more and more
groundwater to irrigate their crops. This increased pumping lowered groundwater tables. Cities with shallow wells found
their wells go dry. For example, the wells in East Porterville, a small town near Bakersfield, went dry in 2014, forcing the
state to truck bottled water to city residents and forcing residents to go without showers and use grey water to flush toilets.
East Porterville did not regain water until late 2016 when the neighboring town of Porterville extended its water supply
system to those otherwise left high and dry.
No one is sure what will happen in Cape Town on Day Zero, except that the city will shut off most people’s taps. Local
residents will then be able to pick up 6.6 gallons of water per day at one of 200 distribution sites that the city is setting up.
(By comparison, the typical bathtub holds about 20 gallons of water. The average American uses 80-100 gallons per day.)
If Cape Town is successful, it will have pulled off an amazing administrative feat. One observer has estimated that each site
will need to dispense water to people at the amazing clip of eight households per hour for 12 hours every day. It also is not
clear how successful the city will be at providing water to the elderly and the poor who may not be able to travel readily to
the distribution sites. Some observers also have expressed concern about the risk of violence as hundreds of thousands of
people descend on each site for their water supplies. To avoid violence, police and military will protect the distribution
sites.
Despite these risks, however, I am fairly optimistic that the city will be able to meet people’s basic water needs. Historically,
droughts have encouraged cooperation among local populations. The city, moreover, plans to keep water flowing to key
facilities, like schools and hospitals, and to communal taps in the city’s impoverished townships (where a lack of water might
lead to disease outbreaks). Richer residents of Cape Town are also arranging to have water delivered to their homes by
trucks.
The largest impact on Cape Town is likely to be on its economy. All sectors of the economy rely on water. Cape Town,
moreover, is heavily reliant on tourism, and the number of visitors already is declining in anticipation of water shutoffs.
Stanford even has cancelled the spring quarter of its Bing Overseas Study Program because of Cape Town’s ongoing water
crisis.
How might they get out of this crisis?
In the short run, Cape Town has turned to further conservation. As the risk of going dry became clear, Cape Town ordered
people to limit their daily water use to 23 gallons per day (and ratcheted that limit down to 13.2 gallons per day starting
February 1). I have been receiving emails from the gym that I used when I lived in South Africa informing me of its
restrictions. At the moment, the gym limits showers to 90 seconds and prohibits showers entirely after 3:30 in the
afternoon.
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As a result of these restrictions, Cape Town has been able to push off Day Zero by almost a month. Conservation, however,
is only a short term answer. Unless it rains, Cape Town ultimately will run out of water in its reservoirs. Many residents,
moreover, are not complying with the conservation requirements. Before February 1, Cape Town estimated that only about
40 to 45 percent of the residents were following the restrictions. Cape Town’s water website no longer lists percentage
compliance, claiming that it is still evaluating compliance with the new, reduced water limits.
In the longer run, Cape Town is developing additional sources of water—four new desalination plants, two groundwater
fields, and a new water-recycling facility. Cape Town, however, is constructing the new facilities in a crisis situation,
increasing the facilities’ cost. All but two of the facilities, moreover, are behind schedule. The Cape Town website reports
that two of the desalination plants are closest to being finished, but still are only 69% and 70% complete.
There is always the hope in the meantime that it might start raining. Cape Town’s rainy season begins in April and could
bring welcome relief. Even if rain returns to the Cape, however, the reservoirs will take months to refill.
How much of the world’s population is currently facing drought—or extreme water shortages?
This century has seen severe droughts in many regions of the world, including South Africa, Somalia, Brazil, Venezuela,
Syria, Australia, India, Pakistan, China, North Korea, and California. Year in and year out, droughts are among the worst
natural disasters in the world for their impact on both humans and the economy.
Billions of people, however, face chronic water shortages. Water scarcity is defined in many ways. One recent study
estimated that four billion people—two thirds of the world’s population—live in areas of severe water scarcity, defined as
regions where water demand is double locally available water. Many of these areas, moreover, face significant population
growth, which will further intensify the local water scarcity.
Do you expect the situation in Cape Town to be repeated elsewhere in the world?
The current crisis in Cape Town will almost inevitably repeat itself elsewhere. Because of geography, many cities in the
United States and the world are highly or entirely reliant on local precipitation. In California, for example, most of the
Central Coast, including Monterey and Santa Cruz, currently depend on local rainfall. Given climate change, moreover,
droughts in the arid regions of the world are likely to become more frequent and more severe. Warmer temperatures,
moreover, will raise evapotranspiration rates—increasing agricultural water needs and the amount of stored water lost to
evaporation.
How often the situation in Cape Town repeats itself, however, will depend on how well dry regions prepare for the future.
In California, for example, we are building new water recycling facilities, storing water in underground aquifers, and looking
for ways to capture and store stormwater. We also are constructing new desalination facilities, although the cost of
desalination is currently prohibitively high for many cities. By diversifying our water portfolio, we are reducing the risk that
we will face a future Day Zero of our own.
Here in California, the Department of Water Resources reports that “statewide, the snowpack’s snow water equivalent
SWE is 4.9 inches, or 27 percent of the Feb. 1 average.” With snowpacks markedly below average, has this reversed the
effects of higher precipitation we received last spring and winter (also according to the DWE)?
Most of our surface reservoirs are still relatively full. For example, our largest reservoir, Lake Shasta on the Sacramento
River, stands at 108 percent of its capacity for this time of the year. Indeed, only one major reservoir, Lake Oroville, is at less
than its normal capacity (it’s at 61% capacity), and that is because the State had to keep Oroville at an artificially low capacity
while it repaired the spillways that were damaged last year.
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That situation, however, could change quickly. The ridge of high pressure that was “ridiculously resilient” during our last
drought and kept storms from bringing precipitation to California, is back. It’s still too early to tell how resilient the ridge is
this time, and current weather forecasts suggest a dry February. Unless we get a fair amount of precipitation soon,
reservoir conditions will begin to decline.
Are we still in drought here in California?
Governor Brown declared California’s drought to be over in April 2017. But water conditions do not look good for California
in 2018. As I just noted, the ridge is back and showing signs of resilience. The Sierra snowpack is only a fraction of normal.
The U.S. Drought Monitor indicates that portions of Southern California, including Santa Barbara and Ventura counties,
already have returned to “severe drought” conditions, with the rest of Southern California in “moderate drought.” And
unfortunately, Southern California is not alone. Most of the West, including virtually all of Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,
and Utah, are in moderate or severe drought.
It’s far too early to know for sure whether 2017 was an aberration and 2018 will be another drought year. California
depends each year on a handful of major storms from November to April for its water supply; these “atmospheric rivers” can
carry as much water as the Mississippi River. At the moment, however, water conditions do not look promising. The State
may have popped the cork too soon in celebrating the end of the drought. Paleoclimate records indicate that California
historically has suffered many lengthy periods when, despite occasional rainy years, the general condition was drought.
We saw wildfires last fall that devastated communities and took lives. These were followed by catastrophic mudslides
in Southern California. Were these caused by the drought? And can we expect more?
Unfortunately, there is a natural connection among droughts, wildfires, and mudslides. The 2013-2017 drought created
conditions that were ideal for the type of wildfires that rushed through Napa and portions of Southern California last year. It
is not mere coincidence that 2017 saw the worst wildfires in California history. The fires in turn destroyed root systems that
normally would help hold back the flow of mud. So when the Santa Barbara area, which had already been hit by fire,
endured heavy rains, deadly mudslides were the result. We have seen these three disasters follow each other before in
California. And regretfully we will see them again.
A leading expert in environmental and natural resources law and policy, Barton H. “Buzz” Thompson, Jr.,
(https://law.stanford.edu/directory/barton-thompson/) JD/MBA ’76 (BA ’72), has contributed a large body of scholarship on
environmental issues ranging from the future of endangered species and fisheries to the use of economic techniques for
regulating the environment. He is a senior fellow of the Woods Institute for the Environment
(https://woods.stanford.edu/about/woods-faculty/barton-buzz-thompson) and a senior fellow (by courtesy) at the Freeman
Spogli Institute for International Studies. In 2008, the Supreme Court appointed Professor Thompson to serve as the
special master in Montana v. Wyoming (137 Original). Professor Thompson is chairman of the board of the Resources
Legacy Fund and the Resources Legacy Fund Foundation, a California trustee for The Nature Conservancy, and a board
member of both the American Farmland Trust and the Sonoran Institute. He previously served as a member of the Science
Advisory Board for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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A list of checks/disbursements is available upon request.

Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority
Budget Comparison Notes – Controller’s Report
For the 4th Quarter Ending December 31, 2017
Quarterly Financial Reports:
The 4th quarter ending December 31, 2017 financial reports are attached. The reports are a draft of the
year-end financial statements and will not be final until our audit is complete in June. The Revenue and
Expense Trends Graph breaks out operating expense from debt expense over the past 5 years. This
graph does not include bond or capital activity.

Variances & Forecasts:
Water service revenue exceeded the revised forecast by 5.4%. A spike in July and August water sales,
including more usage in higher revenue tiers contributed to additional revenue over budgeted amounts.
The total routine expenditures category ended the year just under budget, although additional invoices
may lower this percentage. Currently water treatment is under budget due to less snowplowing and work
on SCADA system. Repair and replacement expenditures are high due to distribution system repairs and
$80,000 in additional meter replacements. Water Rights Protection came in under budget due to lower
attorney’s fees for the year.
Developer and other funding sources were accurately projected with the exception of water system impact
fee funding. December receipts were exceptionally strong as customers took advantage of current rates.
Also, interest income has been rising steadily and exceeded our expectations.
Capital spending is slower than anticipated because of inaccurate estimates of the amount of work that
could be completed each year. We expect many of the projects slated to be completed in 2017 will roll
into 2018. We are in the process of determining the amount of the rollovers.
We have exceeded all our desired coverage ratios this year and believe we will do so again in 2018.
In summary, our 2017 actual balances are in line with our annual forecast with the exception of delayed
capital spending.
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Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority
Budget Comparison - DRAFT
For the 4th Quarter Ending December 31, 2017

Original
Budget

WATER SERVICE REVENUE

Annual
Revised
Forcast
Actual

Budget
Transfer

$10,346,000

$0

Better/(Worse) Better/(Worse)
$ Budget
% Budget

$10,346,000

$10,906,801

$560,801

5.4%

ROUTINE EXPENDITURES
Water Treatment
Water Distribution
Nonrecurring Replacements/Repairs
General & Administrative
Water Rights Protection & Studies
Water Quality
Total Routine Expenditures

$1,793,745
316,520
626,000
4,157,818
496,500
127,500
$7,518,083

($117,920)
0
(63,507)
(5,252)
(58,660)
(23,005)
($268,344)

$1,675,825
316,520
562,493
4,152,566
437,840
104,495
$7,249,739

$1,493,154
303,599
708,580
4,057,634
345,487
108,678
$7,017,132

$182,671
12,921
(146,087)
94,932
92,353
(4,183)
$232,607

FUNDS GENERATED FROM SALES

$2,827,917

$268,344

$3,096,261

$3,889,669

$793,408

25.6%

DEVELOPER & OTHER FUNDING
Plant Investment & WSI Fees
Capital Replacement SFE Base
Contributed Capital Cash
Interest & Miscellaneous Income
Total Other Funding

$1,668,938
660,000
0
409,585
$2,738,523

($1,000,000)
0
0
34,993
($965,007)

$668,938
660,000
0
444,578
$1,773,516

$764,778
676,223
0
500,725
$1,941,726

$95,840
16,223
0
56,147
$168,210

14.3%
2.5%
0.0%
12.6%
9.5%

FUNDS GENERATED FOR DEBT & CAPITAL

$5,566,440

($696,663)

$4,869,777

$5,831,395

$961,618

19.7%

DEBT SERVICE & CAPITAL EXP.
Bond Proceeds Revenue

$9,900,000

($9,900,000)

$0

$0

$0

0.0%

Debt Service Expense
Bond Issue Expense
Capital Construction & Capital Replacement Plan
Total Debt Service & Capital Expenses

3,451,902
373,413
2,898,854
$6,724,169

0
(373,413)
2,018,502
$1,645,089

3,451,902
0
4,917,356
$8,369,258

3,452,427
0
2,826,888
$6,279,315

525
0
2,090,468
$2,090,993

(0.0%)
0.0%
42.5%
25.0%

Net Debt Service & Capital Expenses

$3,175,831 ($11,545,089)

($8,369,258)

($6,279,315)

$2,089,943

25.0%

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

$8,742,271 ($12,241,752)

($3,499,481)

($447,920)

$3,051,561

87.2%

Beginning Funds Available
Ending Funds Available

$8,404,721
$17,146,992

$12,709,830
$ 9,210,349

$12,709,830
$12,261,910

FUNDS RESTRICTED
3 Month Operating Reserve
Bonds Rate Stabilization Fund
Debt Service Payable
Unspent Bond Proceedes
Total Funds Restricted

$1,956,956
600,000
277,000
5,250,089
$8,084,045

$1,956,956
600,000
247,762
0
$2,804,718

$1,956,956
600,000
0
1,887,276
$4,444,232

Unrestricted for General Reserves

$9,062,947

$6,405,631

$ 7,817,678

25% Targeted Dollar Amount for General Reserves

$1,956,956

$1,956,956

$1,956,956

4.63
1.79
1.97

3.27
1.57
1.75

3.99
1.89
2.07

Coverage Ratios:
Target Met (1.00 is minimum goal)
Debt Service Coverage (excl. nonrecur. repair/replace.-1.00 is min. target)
Debt Service Coverage with Rate Stabilization Fund (1.10 is min. target)
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10.9%
4.1%
(26.0%)
2.3%
21.1%
(4.0%)
3.2%

UERWA
Revenue & Expense Trends
4th Quarter 2017
16,000,000
14,000,000
12,000,000
10,000,000
8,000,000
6,000,000
4,000,000
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2,000,000
0
2013 Actual
Billing Revenue

2014 Actual
Tap Fees Rev

2015 Actual
Other Revenue

2016 Actual
Op Expense

2017 Actual (Unaudited)
Debt & Ops Expense

OPERATIONS MONTHLY REPORT
February 2018
INFORMATION ONLY
WATER SUPPLY
RESERVOIR UPDATES: 2/12/18
Reservoir

Eagle Park
Black Lake 1
Black Lake 2
Homestake
Green Mountain
Wolford

Physical
Capacity
(AF)

Current
Storage (AF)

3,301
527
98
42,881
153,639
65,993

2348
358
98
41,076
72,146
54,840

Discharge
(CFS)

4
2.5
0
4
37 net
8 net

Previous Month
Change in
Storage (AF)

Comments

-556
-169
0
-106
-3,005
-680

Releasing
Releasing
Full
Steady
Releasing
Releasing

During the winter holidays, water was released from Eagle Park Reservoir (EPR) at 7.4 cfs from Dec.15
to Jan. 12. At the same time, submersible pump 1 was operated at 6 cfs. This sent hypolimnium (deep
water) to the outlet structure. The goal of the pump operation was to freshen the water in the reservoir.
The flowrate from EPR was reduced to 4 cfs on Jan. 12. A 2.5 cfs release from Black Lake 1 was started
on Dec.15. Black Lake 2 is full. District staff sampled water quality at EPR on Dec. 5. Sheep Mountain
Drainage was the only site with water available to sample. The water table had already dropped below
the screen of the new groundwater monitoring well.
SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT (SWE)
“Normal” = 30-year median (1981-2010)
SNOTEL Site

SWE (in
inches)
2/14/18

Vail Mountain

8.3

Normal
SWE (in
inches) for
Feb. 14
11.8

Copper Mountain

7.8

Fremont Pass

11.0

% of
normal

Normal Peak
SWE (inches)

Date of Normal
Peak

70%

22.6

April 25

9.2

85%

15.4

April 28

10.3

107%

18.6

May 6

Daily Mean
Discharge
(CFS)
2/12/18

Record
Streamflow
Low/High
Feb. 12

Instream Flow
Water Right
Level (CFS)

ISF Season

Gore Creek above Red Sandstone

14

11.5 (2003)
24 (2006)

6

Oct - April

Eagle River below AWWTP

51

35

Oct - April

Eagle River below Gypsum

105

50

Oct - April

STREAMFLOW (CFS)

Gage Location

32 (2004)
84 (2005)
116 (2013)
436 (1962)
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December streamflows were slightly below normal. Precipitation has been below normal and air
temperatures have been above normal.

COLORADO RIVER DATA
Lake Powell water level is at 3,618 feet elevations of Feb. 12 and is at 56% of its storage capacity. Lake
Mead water level is at 1088 feet as of Feb. 12, and is at 41% of its storage capacity.
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RIVER CALLS
Currently the Shoshone Call remains in effect on the main stem of the Colorado River. The Cameo Call
lasted from Aug. 31 to Sept. 28.

LOCAL NEWS
I-70 West Vail Pass Auxiliary Lanes

Siri Roman

Siri Roman is serving on the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) technical team for the I-70
West Vail Pass Auxiliary Lanes project. The scope of this project is to add eastbound and westbound
auxiliary lanes on the west side of vail pass from milepost 180-190. CDOT currently has funding for the
environmental assessment portion of this project; completion of a decision document is anticipated by
2020. No funds are currently available for construction; however, CDOT staff mentioned that this project
is one of their top five priorities statewide due to safety and operational issues. CDOT is implementing
context sensitive solutions (CSS) on this project, a stakeholder process that will guide the project goals
and success factors. The technical team reviewed the draft purpose and need statements and draft CSS
materials. CDOT is hosting a public open house on Feb. 22 at Donovan Pavilion from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

WATER
Last month’s operations report noted that Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
(CDPHE) designated our wells as groundwater, and not groundwater under the influence of surface water
(GWUDI). Recently, CDPHE informed us they are still evaluating 2013 data, which will inform the final
determination of GWUDI status. Wells of interest are R1 and West Vail 7 & 8; staff are working with
Leonard Rice engineers and CDPHE to work on the final outcome.
Eagle Park Reservoir tabletop exercise
District staff worked with Colorado Dam Safety staff to review the Eagle Park Reservoir Emergency
Action Plan (EAP) on Feb. 8 during a tabletop exercise held at Eagle County’s emergency operations
center (EOC). The Dam Safety Board requires EAPs to plan for possible dam breaches and state staff
commended the reservoir company for having a regularly updated EAP. Water, field operations, IT,
engineering, community relations, and executive staff participated in the tabletop, along with fire, law
enforcement, CDOT, Minturn, and emergency management representatives.

WASTEWATER & LABORATORY
The Colorado Department of Public Health and the Environment (CDPHE) established nutrient monitoring
requirements to evaluate the effectiveness of Regulation 85 as well as inform future statewide nutrient
controls and strategies. Leah Cribari, the Laboratory Supervisor, has compiled and submitted the annual
Regulation 85 monitoring data to CDPHE for the Vail, Avon and Edwards’s wastewater treatment facilities
(WWTF). The data includes effluent and instream nutrient concentrations and flows.
Parker Newbanks, the Edwards WWTF Supervisor and biosolids manager, recently completed and
submitted the 2017 Annual Biosolids Report to CDPHE. Biosolids are a nutrient-rich organic matter that
result from the wastewater treatment process. The District produces class A biosolids which meet the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) guidelines for land application with no restrictions; class A
biosolids can be legally used as fertilizer on farms and vegetable gardens. In 2017, 518 total dry metric
tons of class A biosolids were produced at the Edwards WWTF.
Tim Drescher, the Avon WWTF Supervisor, recently applied for and was awarded a $2,080 LIFT
scholarship exchange experience for innovation technology (SEE IT). The Water Research Foundation
(WRF), the Water Environment Federation (WEF), and the national Association of Clean Water Agencies
(NACWA) sponsor this award program. Tim will visit two wastewater treatment facilities in Montana that
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operate technologies similar to those that are being considered for the Avon WWTF nutrient upgrade
project.

FIELD OPERATIONS
Distribution
Method of Procedure (MOP) follow-up meetings were held to discuss both the Pitkin Creek and Beaver
Dam water main/service line leak emergency repair operations that occurred in December. It is important
to determine what went well, what needs improvement, and to allow staff the opportunity to provide vital
input. These meetings give a comprehensive overview of our response and improve on our operations
going forward.
Pressure reducing valve (PRV) rebuild maintenance was completed in Vail, Singletree, and Red Draw in
Cordillera. This maintenance was conducted on 12 PRV stations with two to four PRVs rebuilt per station.
This maintenance is critical to distribution system operations.
Due to favorable weather conditions, Field Operations crews advanced the preventive maintenance
schedule on combination air release and vacuum break valve (air/vac) inspections. The District &
Authority have 324 air/vacs in the system.
Crews completed biannual sounding for leaks on the District and Authority distribution system. This
preventive maintenance work resulted in the identification of two leaks in the Vail area; both have been
repaired.
Pressure loggers have been deployed in the Edwards area to monitor pressures.
Collection
Manhole covers were lowered in the EagleVail Business District area. CDOT identified these manholes
as hazardous to CDOT snowplows’ safety; the repairs were expedited to resolve these hazards.
Crews conducted investigations regarding sewer odor complaints in Bachelor Gulch, Vail and Minturn. No
odors were detected, and flows in the collection system were good at each site. All odors seem to be on
the customers’ service line or due to internal issues.
Booster Pump Stations (BPS)/Tanks – District & Authority
Crews rebuilt control valves at Beaver Creek BPSs #1 and #3 and the Arrowhead BPS.
Staff is reviewing and editing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for pump around operations in
Mountain Star and Bachelor Gulch #1.
Mechanical/electrical crews are assisting at the Avon Drinking Water Facility to replace seals and an
impeller on a waste pump. They are also working at the Avon WWTF, assisting with the odor scrubber
motor installation.

ENGINEERING
WATER FACILITY PROJECTS
Avon Drinking Water Facility (ADWF) Concrete and Fluoride Improvements

Mark Mantua

General Project Scope: The ADWF Concrete and Fluoride Improvements consist of evaluation and repair
of concrete, masonry, piping, and other equipment in the ADWF. The project also consists of replacement
of the existing fluoride feed system and other electrical and HVAC work.
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Project Update: The punch list items are complete on Phase I of the project, and Phase II has begun. The
scope of Phase II includes a new fluoride system, HVAC improvements, coatings, and other
miscellaneous improvements. New fluoride equipment is currently being manufactured. Corroded
equipment, pipe stands, and unistruts were replaced throughout the plant. Concrete work to prep the
containment area for new fluoride equipment is completed, and the previous fluoride system was
demolished. New fluoride and permanganate lines are currently being installed.
ADWF Clearwell, Settling, and Hydraulic Improvements

Melissa Marts/Debbie Hoffman

General Project Scope: This project consists of modifications to the clearwell to meet Colorado
Department of Public Health and Environment’s (CDPHE) Disinfection Outreach and Verification Effort
(DOVE) requirement, as well as improvements to the existing settling basins, and other hydraulic
improvements in the ADWF.
Project Update: The Authority negotiated the first guaranteed maximum price (GMP) contract with Filanc
for pre-procurement of the plate settlers. The settling basin submittal prepared by SGM has been
submitted to CDPHE for their review. The clearwell modifications modeling results are completed and will
be incorporated into the design for the baffling configurations. Construction is anticipated for the fall 2018
shutdown.
Gore Valley Tank 1 and Intermountain Tank Coatings

Becky Peterson

General Project Scope: Gore Valley Tank 1 in East Vail and Intermountain Tank in West Vail required
recoating. Gore Valley Tank 1 is a steel tank and requires interior coating as well as removal of insulation,
modifications and repairs to the steel structure, and exterior coatings. The Intermountain Tank requires
exterior recoating and spot repairs to the roof area.
Project Update:
The District received the change proposal for a new side-access manway hatch from the contractor. The
District is currently in review of this proposal. The contractor will remobilize to the site in spring 2018
replace new side access manway hatch, remove the insulation and tank shell, blast exterior tank walls
and roof and re-coat the tank exterior. The District is considering an upgrade to electrical service to the
site, which was determined to be inadequate during construction.
Inline Booster Pump Station Electrical Improvements

Debbie Hoffman

General Project Scope: The Inline Booster Pump Station (ILBPS) pulls water from the East Vail zone,
pumps to the Vail zone and can act as redundancy for wells R2 and R6. The project consists of electrical
systems improvements, replacement of the variable frequency drives, pumps, and associated piping and
valves.
Project Update: Final closeout items are not complete and liquidated damages will be assessed for the
delays. One pump has a vibration and has had several overload faults. Staff is working with Velocity and
Denver Pumps to address the issues under warranty.
WASTEWATER FACILITY PROJECTS
Edwards Wastewater Treatment Facility Aeration Basin Channel and HVAC

Mark Mantua

General Project Scope: The project consists of installation of a channel to reroute flow in the aeration
basins to address short-circuiting and improve nutrient removal, installation of new make-up air units
(MAUs), and miscellaneous electrical and instrumentation improvements.
Project Update: Notice to proceed was sent to Aslan Construction on Jan. 25. Slide gates and stop plate
submittals were approved, and these owner-supplied items were released for manufacturing. The
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contractor supplied a construction schedule currently under review. Aslan is planning to mobilize and
begin construction in February. A preconstruction meeting is scheduled.
Dowd Junction Collection System Improvements

Debbie Hoffman

General Project Scope: The Dowd Junction Collection System handles wastewater flow from the town of
Minturn and intercepts wastewater flows from Vail prior to proceeding to the Avon Wastewater Treatment
Facility for treatment. District assets are approximately 50 years old, identified to be in poor condition, and
have reached the end of their useful life. The facilities include replacement of an existing 0.68 million
gallons per day (MGD) lift station and associated force mains, influent gravity sewer, an aerial gravity
sewer, and structural column repairs. The facilities will be designed to accommodate future development
build-out wastewater flows as well as current wastewater flows.
Project Update: Five firms have submitted proposals to provide preliminary and final design engineering
services for the Dowd Junction Collection System Improvements Project. Staff is reviewing proposals to
select the most qualified and responsible firm. Staff anticipates an engineer will be under contract for
design services in early March.
Bridge Road Sanitary Sewer Relocation

Melissa Marts

General Project Scope: This project consists of installation of sanitary sewer main and manholes adjacent
to Bighorn Road and Interstate 70 in East Vail. Town of Vail is replacing the Bridge Road bridge using
federal grant monies and anticipates starting construction in summer 2018. The existing sewer main runs
within the bridge and needs to be replaced. The project is a 50/50 cost-sharing project with town of Vail. A
portion of the existing bike trail in this vicinity will be demolished to allow for the sewer main installation,
and the alignment will be relocated away from the riparian area. Bike trail subgrade will be included in this
project to prepare for the final asphalt bike path, which will be constructed by others at a later date.
Project Update: A mandatory pre-bid meeting was held on Jan. 31, with five general contractors, among
others, in attendance. Bids will be opened on Feb. 16, after which an intergovernmental agreement (IGA)
between the town of Vail and the District will be executed. The town of Vail is acquiring land necessary for
this project and will grant the district an easement once the transaction is complete. Construction is
anticipated to be complete before July 2018, when the town of Vail will begin construction on the bridge
replacement.

New Development Report
February 2018
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x
x
x
x

Water Service Agreement
Completed

Redevelopment
Redevelopment
Infill
Infill
Infill
Redevelopment
Redevelopment
PUD
Upzoning
Infill
Infill
Infill
Redevelopment
Infrastructure
PUD
Infill
Infill
PUD
PUD
PUD
Redevelopment
Redevelopment
Infill
Infill
Redevelopment
Redevelopment
PUD

Water Rights
Dedication/Cash-in Lieu

Warranty
Final Accept.
Warranty
In Construction
Warranty
In Construction
Conceptual
Warranty
Plan Review
Warranty
Warranty
Warranty
In Construction
Plan Review
Warranty
In Construction
Conceptual
Plan Review
Plan Review
Conceptual
Plan Review
In Construction
In Construction
Conceptual
Conceptual
Plan Review
Conceptual

Type of Development

Project Status

Anticipated
Construction Start

Location

SFEs Proposed

Mixed Use
85.4
Vail
2014
Residential
114
Vail
2014
Residential
32
Vail
2016
Commercial
Eagle-Vail 2016
Commercial
10.3
Avon
2015
Commercial
Edwards 2017
Mixed Use
198
Vail
2018?
Residential
12.9
Edwards 2017
Residential
120
Edwards 2018
Residential
2
Avon
2016
Residential
3
Minturn
2016
Commercial
10.3
Avon
2017
Commercial
Vail
2017
Infrastructure
N/A
Vail
2017
Residential
15
Avon
2016
Residential
6
Vail
2016
Mixed Use
77
Avon
2018?
Residential
21
Edwards 2018
Mixed Use
110
Edwards 2018?
Mixed Use 594+com Edwards 2019?
Mixed Use
37
Vail
2018?
Commercial
Edwards 2017
Infrastructure
N/A
Vail
2018
Infrastructure
N/A
Vail
2018
Residential
65
Vail
2018
Residential
Avon
2018
Mixed Use
210
Avon
2019?

Conditional Capacity to
Serve Letter

2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2018
2018

Type of Use

Year Submitted

Project Name
Strata aka:The Lion
Lions Ridge Apartment
Chamonix Residential Development
Thompson Commercial Building
Avon Medical Office Building
Edwards Fire Station
Marriot Residence Inn
Anglers PUD
6 West Apartments (formerly Via)
5040 Wildridge Road East
Cross Creek Properties
Avon Public Safety Facility
VVMC Phase II-East Wing
Bridge Rd Sewer Main Project
BaseCamp
3010 Basingdale
Avon Hotel
Stillwater
Fox Hollow Amended PUD
River Park PUD
Vail Mountain View Phase II
VVMC-Edwards Campus Addition
Red Sandstone Parking Garage
S. Frontage Rd Roundabout
Solar Vail
185 Elk Track
Colorado World Resort

Construction Plan Review
Construction Plan
Approval

Construction
Approval Process

Development Approval Process

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

UPPER EAGLE REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY 2018 CONTRACT LOG
Contract

Date

Change Order

Number

Executed

signed on

18.20.001S

01/23/18

Project Name
Miscellaneous Tank Inspection
Services

Contractor
APEX Inspection &
Consulting, LLC

Contract

Project

Account

Statue and

Amount

Manager

Number

Notes

$20,000.00

B. Peterson

Various

Open/Contract NTE $20,000.00

COMMITTEES
DISTRICT
AUDIT/BUDGET
Steve Coyer
Steve Friedman

HAHNEWALD BARN
Steve Coyer
Bill Simmons
Linn Brooks

RETIREMENT PLANS
Steve Friedman
Linn Brooks
Melissa Mills McLoota
James Wilkins

REAL ESTATE AND NEW
DEVELOPMENT
George Gregory

EMPLOYEE HOUSING
Steve Coyer
Rick Sackbauer

ORGANIZATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Bill Simmons
Bob Armour

NEW DEVELOPMENT
Geoff Dreyer
Mick Woodworth

UNALLOCATED WATER
Geoff Dreyer
Sarah Smith Hymes

AUTHORITY
AUDIT/BUDGET
Geoff Dreyer
George Gregory
TRAER CREEK TANK
George Gregory
Sarah Smith Hymes

JOINT
WATER QUALITY

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Sarah Smith Hymes (A)
Steve Friedman (D)

Kim Bell Williams (A)
Bill Simmons (D)

WATER DEMAND
MANAGEMENT
Mick Woodworth (A)
Steve Coyer (D)

EAGLE RIVER MOU

CLIMATE ACTION PLAN

Sarah Smith Hymes (A)
George Gregory (D)

Sarah Smith Hymes (A)
Bob Armour (D)

WILDERNESS POLICY
(DORMANT)
George Gregory (A)
Mick Woodworth (A)
Vacancy (D)
(A) = Authority
(D) = District

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Catherine Hayes, Board Secretary

DATE:

February 6, 2018

RE:

Summary of Authority’s January 25, 2018, Board Meeting

The following is a summary of items discussed at the January 25, 2018, Authority Board Meeting:
Board members present and acting included: Chair George Gregory, Vice-Chair Sarah Smith Hymes,
Secretary Kim Bell Williams, Treasurer Geoff Dreyer, and directors Pam Elsner and Mick Woodworth.
Rules and
Regulations Updates

Tug Birk presented updates to the Rules and Regulations. He reminded directors
that the document underwent a major overhaul in 2017; at that time, staff committed
to annually updating the document with minor revisions for board consideration. Tug
also clarified that Appendix A included rates and fees and was approved with the
Authority’s budget in Nov. 2017.

Water Dedications for
Stillwater and 6 West
PUDs

Jason Cowles discussed the District’s Stillwater project as well as the 6 West
project. Both the District and Eagle County have Eagle Park Reservoir water to
dedicate for these projects, and the board was asked to approve such dedications.
The dedication amounts were calculated at 100% of the anticipated project
demand, per a recent policy approved by the board. Jason reminded the Board that
such calculation method is intended to incentivize water efficient design and comes
with enforcement mechanisms and measurement capabilities, as well as water
service agreements, all of which are detailed in the PUD guides for each
development. The board unanimously approved the water dedications for the
Stillwater and 6 West developments of 1.68789 and 12.56024 acre-feet,
respectively.

Restore the Gore
Presentation

Pete Wadden, town of Vail Watershed Education Coordinator, presented
information on the town’s Restore the Gore campaign. The campaign is part of an
effort to improve the health of Gore Creek, which has been adversely impacted by
urbanization, pesticide use near the creek, and an increase in impervious surfaces.
Pete has reached out to landscapers, homeowners, and the community at large to
increase awareness of the need to protect and improve the health of the creek.

Water Demand
Management Update

Maureen Mulcahy, the District’s water demand management coordinator, presented
an update on water demand management efforts of the Authority and District from
the past few years. She also noted completion of a draft of the regional water
efficiency plan for the Authority and District. Such a plan is now required as a result
of 2004 legislation, and a grant was received from the Colorado Water
Conservation Board to assist with plan costs. Maureen outlined a schedule for plan
adoption and hopes to bring the final plan to the board in July for consideration and
approval.

General Manager
Report

Diane Johnson, who was acting GM in Linn Brooks’ absence, noted Eric Kuhn’s
official retirement as General Manager of the Colorado River Water Conservation
District. Staff and counsel met with the new River District GM, Andy Mueller, to
provide background on the Authority and District and their relationship with the
River District. Ms. Johnson noted meeting with Andy will continue to ensure an
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ongoing strong relationship with the River District as items of mutual concern
continue to be addressed.
Colorado Basin
Roundtable Update

Diane Johnson discussed the history of the basin roundtables, which were
established by state legislation in part due to the 2002 drought. House Bill 1177
created the nine roundtables in 2005, and the roundtables began meeting in 2006.
The Authority and District have had a roundtable presence at the Colorado Basin
monthly meetings since inception. Diane also discussed funding that the
roundtables can provide for various water-related projects, as well as recommend
such projects for statewide funding. Statewide funding has decreased in recent
years due to declining severance taxes as well as a settlement with BP, by which
the state must repay BP a large sum of money

Waters of the US
(WOTUS) Update

Diane Johnson updated the board on recent developments regarding the WOTUS
rule. The Obama administration issued the WOTUS rule in 2015 to clarify items
related to a 2006 U.S. Supreme Court decision. The 2015 rule resulted in lawsuits
filed against the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) by 23 states, including
Colorado. The Supreme Court recently ruled that any challenge should be heard by
federal district, rather than appellate, courts.

Continental Divide
Recreation,
Wilderness, and
Camp Hale Legacy
Act

Diane Johnson said Rep. Polis unveiled an updated wilderness bill on Tuesday that
includes Sen. Bennet’s previous draft legislation. She and Linn Brooks received
assurance from Sen. Bennet’s aide, Noah Koerper, that the bill did include the
agreed-upon language requested by the Authority and District in the bill’s previous
iteration. Glenn Porzak said one addition to the new legislation included recognition
of the non-wilderness status of Bolts Ditch in Minturn, which was mistakenly
included in the Holy Cross wilderness boundary when the maps were drawn in
1980. Glenn would also like to include language that Bolts Ditch could be used to fill
Bolts Lake.

Finance Report
Highlights

Diane Johnson discussed the finance report in James Wilkins’ absence. She called
attention to the development impact fees, which for the Authority, Vail water
subdistrict, and sewer district, exceeded projections by about $777,000. Diane
noted payments generally were made for a variety of smaller projects paying tap
fees at year end, not one or two large projects. She also reminded directors that in
2018, water sales would be presented quarterly instead of monthly.

Proposed Avon
Developments

Jason Cowles said the town of Avon received notice of a proposed development in
Traer Creek, east of Chapel Square in Avon. It is unlikely that the Kansas Citybased developer will meet the intended groundbreaking in summer 2018. Jason
also received a referral from the town of Avon for a development on the Folsom
parcel, east of the Ascent. He said such development would reduce the Authority’s
unallocated water pool, though lacking any specifics, he was unable to estimate the
impact further. Avon does not have sufficient water to allocate to either project.

Traer Creek Update

Jim Collins said the Authority has not received Traer Creek’s tank repair plan.
Litigators are working to extend the stay of litigation for a fourth time. A late
February mediation date is expected.

